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1  Introduction  

Listening is a fundamental skill. It has an essential role both in 
language teaching and language learning. Actually without 
Listening comprehension a message cannot be conveyed. The 
greatest difficulty for people especially when they travel to foreign 
countries is not primarily that they cannot communicate in the 
foreign language. This problem can be overcome by gestures, by 
writing or by pointing to something written in bilingual book of 
phrases. Their major difficulty, which leads to considerable 
emotional embarrassment, is that they cannot understand what is 
being said around them. For instance, a learner who has not been 
trained in listening won't be able to understand what a native 
speaker says. Thus, the ability to understand what others are saying 
is essential to all interactions.  

2  The role of listening comprehension in language teaching  

In teaching listening comprehension some general considerations 
and principles should be taken into account; either in choosing the 
materials or in the application of those selected materials in classes. 
According to Allen, et al. (1977: 179-80 ), developing the ability to 
comprehend the spoken foreign language is a long continuous 
process. This skill must be taught, and that does not happen 
automatically. The most important role of the teacher is to provide 
and vary listening tasks and activities throughout the entire 
language course.  
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     Moreover the students must be given a reason for listening. If 
the teacher requires students to respond to each other, the students 
will make an effort to listen more carefully for the information 
required. In order to achieve this, the teacher must ask everyone to 
speak up clearly. It is also important for teachers not to repeat their 
questions and comments. Allen, et al.(ibid.) confirm that, those 
teachers who repeat each utterance many times will make their 
students stop listening altogether. Also, it is more boring when the 
teacher repeats each student's response or question. They go on 
saying, as the teacher cannot react in silence to the students' 
utterances, he has to model his responses. Even the non-too-fluent 
teacher can practise a list of possible meaningful responses in the 
target language such as: thank you, great, wonderful, excellent, 
that s right, say that once again, that was perfect, etc. and step by 
step he can expand those responses. Furthermore, the teacher can 
involve using graded suitable recorded materials for listening 
activities according to the students' level. 

Al-Mutawa and Kailani( 1996: 95 ), point out that the teacher's 
task is to provide opportunities for the students to listen to living 
English used in everyday situations such as in the shops, 
restaurants, public speeches and interviews. Also he has to train 
them to listen and understand the speech of native speakers of the 
target language. They (ibid.) add that a lot of practice in listening is 
needed in order to help the students to be able to: 
a) distinguish sounds, words and structures, b) associate emeaning 
swith sounds, c) infer meanings from speaker's discourse, d) 
process messages,  
e) understandconversational English inall kinds of  speech andf) 
understand,evaluate, organize,  take  notes   and       retrieve 
information. 
Moreover, Fish ( 1996: 107-15 ) maintains that we must abandon 
attitudes that see the language as purely abstract and an academic 
exercise. And we must integrate into our teaching meaningful 
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content about the world around our students as well as linguistic 
forms. In other words, we must strive to give our students 
something to communicate with, a desire to communicate, and the 
conditions in which they can communicate. 
3 The role of listening comprehension in language 
learning.  
Before going further let us look at Larry Vandergrift's( 1999: 168 )  
definition of listening comprehension in relation to learning 
process: 
Listening comprehension is anything but a passive activity. 
            It is a complex, active process in which the listener must  
discriminate between sounds, understand vocabulary and grammatical 
structures, interpret stress and intonation, 
retain what was gathered in all of the above, and interpret 
it within the immediate as well as the larger socio-cultural  
context of the utterances. 
Thus, listening is a hard work, and deserves more analysis and  
support. Listening comprehension as a separate and important 
component of language learning only came into focus after 
significant debate about its validity. Recent research has 
demonstrated the critical role of language input in language 
learning (e.gDunkel 1991, Feyten1991, in Rost, 1990), providing 
support for the primacy of listening comprehension in foreign 
language teaching. This has led Dunkel  ( in Rost, 1990) to assert 
that the study of listening comprehension has become the   
'polestar' of second language acquisition theory building, research 
and pedagogy. 
        As mentioned above, it is now generally recognized that 
listening comprehension plays a key role in facilitating language 
learning. According to Gary (1975: 11), giving pre-eminence to 
listening comprehension, particularly in the early stages of second 
language learning provides advantages of four types: cognitive, 
efficiency, utility, and affective. The cognitive advantage of an 
initial emphasis on listening comprehension is its respect for a  
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more natural way to learn a language. Language learning can be 
more efficient if learners are not immediately required to produce 
the language material to which they are exposed. Language learners 
will make greater use of comprehension skills. Moreover listening 
comprehension results in earlier achievement and a sense of 
success will give the learner greater motivation to continue 
learning. 
4Conclusion 
To conclude, listening comprehension is highly integrative skill. It 
plays an important role in the process of language learning and 
teaching, and facilitating the emergence of other skills. For these 
reasons, an awareness and employment of effective listening 
strategies can help learners capitalize on language input they 
receive. Moreover, much of the enjoyment in second 

 

or foreign- 
language use comes from listening activities.  
5  Recommendations

 

To overcome the problems that hinder the teaching and learning 
processes, some tangible pedagogical recommendations can be 
offered for both teachers and educational administrators. 
Teachers are recommended to develop positive attitude towards the 
importance of listening comprehension in teaching English as a 
foreign language. They also need to develop their abilities to 
facilitate any difficulties that may be faced by their students. 
Further, they have to vary and modify their listening activities so 
that they suit the students' level and interest. Listening 
comprehension tests are also very important. Teachers have to 
involve listening comprehension tasks in their evaluation programs 
to spur students on practicing listening materials. In addition, 
teachers have to select authentic materials which have the quality 
of natural speech. These may include texts from newspapers, 
magazines, television programs and internet websites. 
        Finally, the educational administrators have a fundamental 
role in solving problems related to teaching and learning listening 
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comprehension. Facilities like language laboratories, tape 
recorders, and tapes are needed to be available in every school. 
Besides, training courses need to be organized for teachers to 
improve their abilities in dealing with listening comprehension 
techniques.  
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